SOUNDLENS
custom Invisible
hearing product

™

Think Hearing Aids SHOULD BE

HEARD
and not seen?
From America’s premier
hearing aid provider
When it comes to wanting the world’s
smallest, most comfortable and best
sounding hearing aids, people everywhere
turn to Starkey, the only American-owned
and operated manufacturer of advanced
hearing solutions.

Demanding people
choose SoundLens.
Starkey SoundLens are
the first and most popular
custom-fit Invisible-in-theCanal (IIC) hearing aids ever
made. They’re custom fit to your unique ear
canal for all-day comfort, and rest deep inside
your ear where no one can see them.

Our best technology in an invisible style.
SoundLens come with Starkey’s innovative
features, including the industry’s most proven
feedback canceller, and a noise reduction and
speech preservation system that’s designed to
help you hear clearly and easily, even in noisy
environments like restaurants.

SoundLens rests comfortably in the
second bend of your ear canal where
it’s virtually undetectable to others.

What’s

Right
for you?
SoundLens hearing aids are designed
to accomodate and enhance a variety
of listening environments.
What you need will depend on how
busy and active you are, and what
types of environments you frequent.
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HEARING AID.
Benefits.
YOu WANT
Hearing aids that no one
knows you’re wearing
A way to hear comfortably in noise
Help hearing higher frequency sounds
(like children’s and women’s voices)
A personal and comfortable
listening experience

Easy, hassle-free controls

No buzzing or whistling
SoundLens is available in a variety of
technology levels. Some features may vary.

SoundLens Delivers
The world’s first custom-fit Invisible-in-theCanal hearing aids: fit deep in your ear canal
where no one can see them
Voice iQ,™2 which tackles the issue
of hearing speech in noise
The only technology that replicates
high-frequency speech cues into lower
frequencies, where they’re easier to hear
Sound compression technology designed
to differentiate soft speech from loud, for a
more enhanced and natural sound quality
With T2 remote, you can adjust
memory or volume using any
touch-tone phone
Our PureWave Feedback
Eliminator3 is still the industry
benchmark for performance
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1.800.328.8602

*Individual results may vary. Invisibility may vary based on your ear’s anatomy.
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